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Eloquent Query Stuck in Isolated Session This is a bit of an odd question, and I know the answer is straightforward, but I am very new to this concept. I have an

app that is making an API call to a Laravel API. The api call returns a json object of a resource, which I would like to use to populate a rich profile data. This
data is being fetched for the user who is logged in, and depending on the type of resource, I show the data differently. This is working fine. When I show the

"Profile Rich Data", I want to be able to edit it, so I have the user click on an "Edit" link, and I persist the edited data into the database. When I go to view that
data, I want to show the editable data, as I may need to revert edits. The issue I am running into is that when I go to an "Edit" link on a resource and I click

"Edit", it redirects back to a resource view page. Because of this, the query that is gathering data is not getting past the is_isolated function, and so the query
isn't getting any data. The query is as follows: public function index() { $type = Auth::user()->user_type; // Check if user is admin if (Auth::user()->user_type

=== "admin") { $q = \DB::table('users'); } else { $q = \DB::table('my_profile_data')->select('my_profile_data.id', 'my_profile_data.first_name',
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